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Social Media Audit

Plan of Action

Goals for the Future

CONTENT  
OUTLINE



CURRENT 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

ACCOUNTS: 
Pinterest, Tumblr, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, Facebook
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Social media is an extremely important component 
of any successful business. Not only does it allow 
your brand voice to be heard, but it also attracts 
people to your brand and services.
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PINTEREST 
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TUMBLR
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TWITTER
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YOUTUBE
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INSTAGRAM
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FACEBOOK
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181
Across all social media platforms, 
there are currently 181 followers 

in total connected to 
Tutorial Lectures by Courtney LLC
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PLAN  OF  
ACTION

Revamp of website

Use of interns to promote lectures

Consistent posts across all platforms

Introduction of new social media platform
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WEBSITE  

Logo 

Font
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Blog

Mobility

Purchase domain



96% 
At least 96% of millennials belong to at least one social 
networking site. Most interns fit this demographic, and using 
them to promote lectures would attract a larger audience.
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Using interns to post graphics, promotional materials, or to promote the 
overall mission of Tutorial Lectures by Courtney LLC will allow their 
audience to be influenced, and to increase the overall brand reach. 

A new audience brings new ideas, events, and needs that need to be filled; 
it will help Tutorial Lectures by Courtney gain a different audience and to 
grow their presence in the area.

Childs, Gingrich, Piller, 2010



CONSISTENCY  IS  KEY
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Content calendars not only help to keep track of what you're posting,but how often. 
Three posts a day brings success your way, and posting at least once during the work 

week helps to keep your brand relevant to followers. 
 

By having a monthly schedule of posts, Tutorial Lectures by Courtney LLC will be able 
to post more content that resonates with their audience's schedules



SNAPCHAT

Filters, stories and constant story updates will help you stay 
relevant to your audience. you can tell followers on all 
platforms to follow you in Snapchat, use the filter at events, 
and more.
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SOCIAL  
MEDIA  

REVAMP

SEO/ hashtags
Accounts followed
Weekly posts
Community engagement
Weekly Youtube Money Talks 



GOALS FOR THE FUTURE 
In order to stay relevant in the community and amongst our 
target audience, more involvement needs to happen. 
If we support others, they'll support us as well.
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Sponsors provide food 
Invite summer camps, churches, other organizations 
Reach out to local press (Coast Live) 
 Local vendors 
 Invitation letters to community 

Youth-A-Thon Essay/ Scholarship Contest
All ages eligible to apply 
Have people submit videos for scholarship contest
Featured on website/ social media as winners
Discuss various topics related to money
Featured on scholarship websites



THANK  
YOU !

If you have any questions or would like any further clarification, please 
do not hesitate to ask!
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